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1. GENERAL 
a) This Website with the URL of www.infashionbusiness.com (“Website/Site”) operated by IFAB 
MEDIA (referred to as “we,” “us,” or “our”). We are committed to protecting and respecting your 
privacy. We do use cookies and process your personal data in accordance with the IT Act, 2000 (21 
of 2000) and other national and state laws which relate to the processing of personal data. Please 
read the following carefully to understand our views and practices regarding your personal data. 
b) Our cookies policy explains what cookies are, how we use cookies, how third-parties we may 
partner with may use cookies on the site, your choices regarding cookies and further information 
about cookies. 
c) We do use cookies in order to provide and continually improve our products and services. 
d) The cookies we use do not store personally identifiable information nor can they harm your 
computer. 
e) By using this site, you consent to use the cookies. If you do not agree to such use, please refrain 
from using this website. 

 
2. COOKIES 
a) Cookies are a small piece of data stored on your device when you visit the site. Cookies can be 
"persistent" and "session" cookies. Session cookies are deleted after you close the browser. 
Persistent cookies (long-term cookies) remain on your computer and permit their recognition on 
your next visit. This allows us to improve your access to our site. This helps us to learn more about 
your interests, and provide you with essential features and services. 

 

b) Following are the types of cookies we use on our website: 
 

I. Required cookies: These cookies are essential for our websites and service to perform basic 
functions and are necessary for us to operate certain features. These include those required to allow 
registered users to authenticate and perform account related functions, store preference set by 
users. 
II. Functionality cookies: These cookies allow us to remember choices you make (such as your 
username, language or the region you are in) and provide more enhanced personal features. These 
cookies cannot track your browsing activity on other websites. 
lll. Analytics and Performance cookies: These cookies allow us to optimize performance by collecting 
information on how users interact with our site, including which pages are visited most, as well as 
other analytical data. We use these details to improve our site functioning and to understand how 
users interact with them. 
IV. Advertising cookies: These cookies are set by us and ‘Our advertising partners’ to provide you 
with relevant content and to understand that content's effectiveness. They may be used to collect 
information about your online activities over time and across different websites to predict your 
preference and to display more relevant advertisements to you, muting ads you have chosen to stop 
seeing, and limit the number of times you see an advertisement. These cookies allow a profile to be 
built about you and your interests and enable personalized ads to be shown to you based on your 
profile. 
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V. Email Newsletter related cookies: This site offers newsletter or email news subscription services 
and cookies may be used to remember if you are already registered and whether to show certain 
notifications which might only be valid to subscribed/unsubscribed users. 
VI. Surveys related cookies: From time to time we offer user surveys and questionnaires to provide 
you with interesting insights, helpful tools, or to understand our user base more accurately. These 
surveys may use cookies to remember who has already taken part in a survey or to provide you with 
accurate results after you change pages. 
VII. Forms related cookies: When you submit data through a form such as those found on contact 
pages or comment forms cookies may be set to remember your user details for future 
correspondence. 
VIII. Third Party cookies: In some special cases we also use cookies provided by trusted third parties. 
The following section details which third party cookies you might encounter through this site. This 
site uses Google Analytics which is one of the most widespread and trusted analytics solution on the 
web for helping us to understand how you use the site and ways that we can improve your 
experience. These cookies may track things such as how long you spend on the site and the pages 
that you visit so we can continue to produce engaging content. 

For more information on Google Analytics cookies, see the official Google Analytics page. 
 

c. The cookies we use do not collect any personal data stored on your hard drive or computer. 
 

3. HOW WE USES COOKIES 
a) When you use and access the website, we may place a number of cookies files in your browser. 
b) We use the cookies for the following purposes: 
I. To enable certain functions of the site. 
Il. Keeping track of items stored in your shopping basket. 
Ill. Conducting research and diagnostics to improve the content, products, and services. 
IV. Preventing fraudulent activity. 
V. Improving security. 

 

4. CONSENT FOR COOKIES 
Generally, we ask you to consent to the use of cookies on this Site. But, in the case of required 
cookies, consent may not be asked and it will be implied that you have consented to the use of the 
same. 

 
5. CHANGES TO THIS POLICY 
We may change this policy from time to time. If we make any changes to this policy, we will change 
the "Last Updated" date above. You agree that your continued use of our services after such changes 
have been published to our services will constitute your acceptance of such revised policy. 

 

6. YOUR CHOICES REGARDING COOKIES 
You can prevent the storage of cookies by choosing a "disable cookies" option in your browser 
settings. Most browsers allow you to manage how cookies are set and used as you're browsing, and 
to clear cookies and browsing data. Some browsers allow controlling the functionality such as the 
length of time functionality, such as the length of time they are stored: either through built-in 
functionality or by utilizing third-party plugins. But this can limit the functionality of our services. 

 

7. CONTACT US 
In case you have any suggestions, queries or complaints, please contact us using the following 
details: Email: grievance@infashionbusiness.com. 
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